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Press release 

Paris, 13 September 2023 

 

 

Exail Technologies opens new office in Norway to 

support growth in the Scandinavian region 

 

 

 

Exail announces the opening of a new commercial and client support office in Norway, that will strengthen the 

company’s growth in the Scandinavian region, both in the Defense and Civil markets. 

 

Exail has been working with Scandinavian clients for several years and developed its business in the region 

thanks to the high-quality of its navigation systems, leading to the award of several major contracts in naval 

defense. This includes the sale of Inertial Navigation Systems for Norway’s U212 submarines and Coast-

Guard vessels, Finland’s Multi-role corvettes, as well as Sweden A19 and A26 submarines. 

 

Exail has also established strong partnerships with civilian Scandinavian companies such as Teledyne Gavia, 

Nortek and RTS, who are continuously looking for better inertial navigation systems and acoustic positioning 

products to improve the efficiency of their maritime operations. 

 

Overall, the revenue growth has significantly accelerated in the past years in the region, from a few millions 

of euros to reach around 10 M€ revenues annually. With this new implantation, Exail aims at reinforcing this 

trend and capturing a growing share of the large market of naval and maritime operations in Scandinavia. 
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About Exail Technologies 

Exail Technologies is the new name of Groupe Gorgé, adopted after the transformation of the group at the end of 2022, 

now focused on the activities of its subsidiary Exail. Exail Technologies is an industrial company specializing in high 

technology in the field of autonomous robotics with a vertical integration of its businesses. The group offers complex drone 

and navigation systems, as well as products for the aerospace and photonics industries. Exail Technologies provides 

performance, reliability and safety to its civil and military customers operating in harsh environments and generates 

revenues in nearly 80 countries. 

 

Exail technologies is listed on Euronext Paris Compartment B (EXA). 

www.exail-technologies.com 
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Investor Relations 
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h.soussan@exail-technologies.com 
 

Anne-Pauline Petureaux 
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